
HOW TO WRITE A PAPER 1 IB ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

For IB English Language and Literature SL: The texts come from a plethora of categories A Practical Guide to Writing a
Paper 1 Commentary.

Bring highlighters with you or just underline or circle anything important. Up there is basically done for you
plan. Yeah well now you gotta analyse it all bit by bit. Done with reading? Just my personal opinion. English
is all about interpretation. Be wary of bandying about huge terms like imagination, beauty and nature â€” they
are unspecific, and shed light on very little. Characters are usually the core of the story. What kind of devices
are used to achieve this effect? Structure â€” How does the author structure the text? And remember â€” you
have never met, and most probably will never meet, the writer of the extract. Oh were you not looking for IB
English Paper 1? Good Thesis: Though there may be considerable advantages to the usage of drones, West
attempts to demonstrate that the worrying possibilities of mass surveillance and civilian losses, specifically in
regards to the recent incidents in Orange County, are ultimately too precarious a path to follow. Thesis Your
thesis must appear towards the end of your introduction, and must make some reference to a wider idea. Paper
2 you say? In this blog post, I want us to focus on Paper 1 overall. You realistically have about 15 about 10 or
so for SL minutes by now. Literally post them outside your shower, perhaps, so that each time you bathe your
beautiful body you also remember those quotes. You need to choose between A and B or C and D. Your essay
obviously needs structure and you need to know how to do it. What can I say there? Subscribe to our mailing
list now and be sure to get it! Fingers crossed. These events can be referred to as the plot. Why would the
author target them? Never fear, Studynova is here. The above list of three things would be very sufficient if
you were just having a casual chat with your friends. How about the mood that this afflicts on the reader?
Many of these have been compiled from previous marking experience! Are your analyses in depth enough to
convince the examiner? What do I have to write about in a commentary? While you analyze, your brain should
be working overtime to try to paint some similarities and differences between the two texts. You are making
no argument. Formal, informal? Then you have to make sure you have enough sentences dedicated to each
point about the Texts. This is where you state your arguments B. You then need to explain how and why these
aspects were achieved by the writer. For each of these, I would write either two paragraphs, one point for each
text. Also, check out our eBook. Oh, and before I go on, you need to decide what you want to analyse.


